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Calvin Klein is  turning away from luxury fashion. Image credit: Calvin Klein
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Please be aware the clippings below may require a paid subscription to the listed media outlet to read an article in
full.

Today in luxury:

Calvin Klein says designer fashion is over

Calvin Klein is getting out of fashion. At least the trendsetting, wardrobe-shaping kind, per The New York Times.

Click here to read the entire article on The New York Times

Chinese tourism boom that propped up luxury brands is faltering

For the better part of a decade, wealthy Chinese tourists have been on a feeding frenzy for luxury brands, casinos
and cruise lines. Now there are doubts about how long the buffet will last, according to Bloomberg.

Click here to read the entire article on Bloomberg

C Ventures said bidding for W magazine

W magazine is getting closer to a sale and is said to be in talks with at least one serious buyer, reports Women's
Wear Daily.

Click here to read the entire article on Women's Wear Daily

The super-luxury show garage

At his home near Kansas City, Carter Buschardt loves to sit in his living room and take in the cozy
surroundingsincluding a view of his black '59 Thunderbird convertible, says the Wall Street Journal.

Click here to read the entire article on the Wall Street Journal
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